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Summary. In this paper we use manifest invariant item ordering to investigate cross-cultural differences in crying; that is, we distinguish several determinants of crying and compare their ordering in importance of crying eliciting behavior among different cultures. Each determinant of crying is measured by several items. Three methods are proposed which can be used to compare the orderings of the determinants: graphical devices, a concordance statistic, and a statistical test. The methods are illustrated by an empirical example. Key words: Cross-cultural differences, crying, invariant item ordering, manifest invariant item ordering, psychological testing



1 Introduction In this paper we discuss statistical methods for the investigation of crosscultural differences in crying. Vingerhoets and Cornelius (1990) gave an overview of the current knowledge of crying and they provided a framework to investigate the relationships between crying and various psychological, demographical, cultural, and health-related variables. An important source of information was the Adult Crying Inventory (ACI; Vingerhoets and Cornelius, 1990, Appendix). This questionnaire contains 54 items. Each item describes a situation in which one might cry; for example, Item 20 is I cry at weddings



Never Always 1234567



The respondents were instructed to indicate how often they cry in the given situation, yielding ordinal item scores ranging from 1 (never ) to 7 (always). Also, the ACI contained information about age, gender, level of education, and general crying tendencies. The ACI was completed by 3896 respondents from 30 countries, so that the data enable the investigation of cross-cultural differences in crying. However, several reservations should be made. First, we assumed that there are no cultural differences within countries. This is disputable for multicultural countries, such as the USA and India. Second, Becht (1999) found indications
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that for several countries the quality of the responses was bad. Third, most important, there was no ready-made statistical method to evaluate crosscultural differences. The ACI data have been analyzed before to find the dimensional structure of crying (Scheirs and Sijtsma, 2001), and to impute missing responses (Van Diem, 2002). It may be noted that “cross-cultural difference in crying” has two meanings. First, it is the difference in a general tendency to cry (people in some cultures cry more often than people in other cultures). Second, it is the difference in order in which determinants elicit crying (e.g., in some cultures sad stories easily elicit crying and happy stories do not, while in other cultures happy stories easily elicit crying and sad stories do not). We will focus on the second meaning. In general, we consider J items with m+1 ordered answer categories. The response to Item j is denoted Xj and its realization xj , xj ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m}. The J items represent D determinants of crying. The response to Determinant d is denoted Yd . If Determinant d is represented by a single Item j, then Yd = Xj ; if Determinant d is represented by a subset of items, then Yd is the mean item score. The attractiveness or popularity of a determinant is defined as E(Yd ) (cf. Sijtsma and Hemker, 1998, Definition). If E(Yc ) > E(Yd ) then Determinant c is more attractive (elicits crying more easily) than Determinant d. A discrete variable G with K categories, generally referred to as K groups, is used to distinguish the K different cultures/ countries. Using this notation, cross-cultural differences in crying can be evaluated as follows: Order and number the determinants such that for Group k, E(Y1 |G = k) ≤ E(Y2 |G = k) ≤ . . . ≤ E(YD |G = k). If for Group k 0 , E(Y1 |G = k 0 ) ≤ E(Y2 |G = k 0 ) ≤ . . . ≤ E(YD |G = k 0 ),



(1)



then the determinants have the same order of attractiveness for the two groups k and k 0 and the hypothesis is supported that there are no crosscultural differences in the relative importance of the determinants of crying. If Equation 1 is violated, so that the determinants do not have the same order of attractiveness for the two groups k and k 0 , then the hypothesis is supported that there are cross-cultural differences in the relative importance of the determinants of crying.



2 Manifest Invariant Item Ordering We formulated the hypothesis of no cultural differences in (1) such that it corresponds to manifest invariant item ordering (Van der Ark, 2002), which was proposed as a method to study invariant item ordering (IIO; Sijtsma and Hemker, 1998; Sijtsma and Junker, 1996). For a discrete variable G with
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K categories, a set of items has an MIIO if the items can be ordered and numbered such that E(X1 |G = k) ≤ E(X2 |G = k) ≤ . . . ≤ E(XJ |G = k), for k = 1, . . . , K. (2) For comparing cross-cultural differences in the determinants of crying we use MIIO, in the sense that we investigate the inequalities in (2) but replace item scores Xj by determinant scores Yd . Although we use determinants rather than items we keep the abbreviation MIIO. As an example, consider Table 1 where for D = 4 determinants and G = 3 groups, the numerical values of E(Yd ) and E(Yd |G = k) are given. The determinants in Table 1 are ordered by E(Yd ) and from the values of E(Yd |G = k) in the table, it is easily checked that MIIO is violated. Table 1. Small data set violating MIIO Determinant Expected value 1
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3



4



E(Yd |G = 1) E(Yd |G = 2) E(Yd |G = 3)



0.1 0.4 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 1.0



E(Yd )



0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8



2.1 Graphical Devices Verweij, Sijtsma, and Koops (1999) studied the order of conditional expected item scores as expressed by (2). Using tables similar to Table 1 they visually investigated differences in expected item scores between boys and girls. We use graphs to facilitate a visual investigation of differences in expected item scores or determinant scores between groups. The data in Table 1 are used to construct the graphs. In Figure 1 (left panel), the four determinants are on the horizontal axis and the values of E(Yd |G = k) are on the vertical axis. In the graph, E(Y1 |G = k), . . . , E(Y4 |G = k) are depicted and connected by line segments (for k = 1, 2, 3), yielding one line for each group. The dashed line connects E(Y1 ), . . . , E(Y4 ). A decrease indicates that for a group the order of the attractiveness of the determinants differs from the order in the total group. Figure 1 (right panel) is slightly different. Here, the three groups are on the horizontal axis. In the graph, E(Yd |G = 1), . . . , E(Yd |G = 3) for all d are depicted and connected by line segments, yielding one line for each determinant. In this graph, an intersection of two lines indicates that the corresponding determinants have not the same order of attractiveness for the
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groups on both sides of the intersection. This graph shows that one determinant (Determinant 3, see Table 1) causes the violations of MIIO.
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Fig. 1. Two examples of a graphical device to study MIIO



2.2 Measuring Concordance Kendall’s W (see, e.g., Siegel, 1956) can be used to summarize the degree of concordance in the ordering of the D determinants among the K groups into a single statistic. Standard software, such as SPSS can be used to compute W . Kendall’s W ranges from 0 (random item ordering) to 1 (complete agreement in item ordering). Thus, high values of W indicate that MIIO holds, which means no cross-cultural differences in crying. Small values of W indicate that MIIO does not hold, supporting the hypothesis of cross-cultural differences in crying. The null hypothesis of no concordance can be tested using Friedman’s statistic Q = K(D − 1)W . Q has an approximate χ2 distribution with D −1 degrees of freedom for D ≥ 7 and Q is tabulated for D < 7. Unfortunately, for testing whether or not MIIO holds, the null hypothesis of complete concordance is appropriate. However, not being able to reject the null hypothesis of no concordance is a strong indication that MIIO does not hold. We advocate to use W as a heuristic device only to compare concordance in item ordering among groups. For the data in Table 1, W = 0.78, indicating a fairly strong concordance. 2.3 Testing Ordered Clusters For each group k, the D determinants can be classified into I(k) mutually k exclusive clusters of determinants C1k , . . . , CI(k) , with 1 ≤ I(k) ≤ D. Let k Cluster Ci contain s determinants. The average value of the expected determinant scores in Cluster Cik is
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P E(Cik ) =



5



E(Yd |G = k)



d∈Cik



s



.



For each group k, ordered clusters are clusters of determinants, containing as few determinants as possible with restriction k E(C1k ) ≤ E(C2k ) ≤ . . . ≤ E(CI(k) ).



In Table 1, Group G = 1 has four ordered clusters, each containing one determinant; Group G = 2 has three ordered clusters C12 = {Determinant 1}, C22 = {Determinant 2}, and C32 = {Determinant 3, Determinant 4}; and Group G = 3 also has three ordered clusters C13 = {Determinant 1}, C23 = {Determinant 2, Determinant 3}, and C33 = {Determinant 4}. Within ordered clusters MIIO is violated but between ordered clusters MIIO is not violated. MIIO cannot be rejected if the differences in expected values of the determinants within an ordered cluster are due to random fluctuation. We need some statistic to test whether or not the difference between the largest expected determinant score and the smallest expected determinant score within the same cluster can be attributed to random fluctuation; that is, we tested £ ¤ £ ¤ H0 : max E(Yd |G = k, d ∈ Cik ) = min E(Yd |G = k, d ∈ Cik ) (3) against the alternative that the equality in (3) does not hold. For Table 1 this means testing two null hypotheses H0 : E(Y2 |G = 2) = E(Y3 |G = 2) and H0 : E(Y3 |G = 3) = E(Y4 |G = 3). The two expected values in (3) come from the same sample. Therefore, a pairwise test is appropriate. We reported both the pairwise t-test and signed rank test (one-sided). A possible problem is the nominal level of the Type I error rate. In other situations where multiple hypotheses are tested simultaneously it is common practice to correct for the number of hypotheses (Bonferroni correction). However, the determinants are correlated (.23 ≤ r ≤ .65) and this makes a Bonferroni too conservative and it may unjustly benefit the search for common cultures of crying. As a compromise we chose a linear penalty to correct for multiple hypothesis by dividing α = .05 by the number of hypotheses tested per group.



3 Investigating Cultural Differences Before we applied the above methods to investigate cross-cultural differences in crying, we deleted seven countries with bad quality responses (see, Becht, 1999) from the ACI data. Also, we used Mokken scale analysis (Molenaar and Sijtsma, 2000; Sijtsma and Molenaar, 2002) to select items that are fairly
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strongly scalable (i.e., H > 0.4), yielding seven scales, which we labelled fear, threatening, and sadness (FEAR, 23 items), movies, tv, and books (MOVI, 4 items), physical pain (PAIN, 2 items), social crying (SOCI, 4 items), happiness (HAPP, 4 items), national pride (NAPR, 2 items), and beautiful experiences (BEAU, 3 items). The remaining 11 items were not scalable and were deleted from the analyses. The seven scales were used as the determinants of crying. Because the data analysis is meant to illustrate the methods of investigating MIIO, we restrict ourselves to the investigation of cross-cultural differences within southern European countries (Spain, Greece, Italy, and Portugal) and differences within African countries (Ghana, Kenya, and Nigeria). The expected values are given in Table 2 and the graphical representation in Figure 2, where a decrease indicates a violation of MIIO (cf. Figure 1 [right panel]). Figure 2 shows that the order of the determinants of crying is similar for the African countries; the only deviations are for Ghana, where the order is reversed for NAPR and HAPP and also for MOVI, SOCI, and FEAR. Kendall’s W = .92, indicating a strong concordance of determinants of crying. All the southern European countries have a different ordering of the determinants. Kendall’s W = .85, indicating a little less strong concordance of determinants of crying. For all seven countries, W = .74, indicating concordance in determinants of crying, yet also some cross-cultural difference between the southern European countries and the African countries. Table 2. Determinants of crying for several countries Spain Greece Italy Portugal Europe



NAPR 1.64 1.90 1.52 1.80 1.72



BEAU 2.51 1.80 2.56 1.79 2.14



HAPP 2.64 2.40 2.62 2.41 2.51



SOCI 2.94 2.92 2.45 2.50 2.69



PAIN 2.70 2.97 2.64 2.73 2.76



MOVI 3.67 3.01 2.96 2.56 3.01



FEAR 3.28 3.25 3.22 2.70 3.10



Ghana Kenya Nigeria Africa



BEAU 1.89 1.77 1.98 1.86



NAPR 2.66 2.18 2.34 2.36



HAPP 2.24 2.47 2.45 2.40



MOVI 3.12 3.05 2.81 3.03



FEAR 2.83 3.51 3.15 3.22



SOCI PAIN 3.09 3.17 3.49 4.05 3.17 3.58 3.29 3.67



Total



NAPR BEAU HAPP SOCI MOVI FEAR PAIN 2.00 2.02 2.46 2.96 3.01 3.15 3.17



In Table 2 the numbers in italics are determinants that violated MIIO, where the target ordering is determined by the ordering of the southern European countries or the African countries. For the southern European countries there are six ordered clusters with more than one determinant and for the
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Fig. 2. Graphical display of the order of determinants of crying for four southern European countries (left panel; Spain = °; Greece = 4; Italy = +; Portugal =×) and three African countries (right panel; Ghana = ∗; Kenya = ¦; Nigeria = ∇)



African countries there are three ordered clusters with more than one determinant. For the southern European countries, the only violation of MIIO that could not be attributed to random fluctuation was the reversed order of MOVI and FEAR in Spain (T = −3.18, df = 100, p = .002; Z = −2.60; p = .009). For the African countries, the only violation of MIIO that could not be attributed to random fluctuation was the reversed order of HAPP and NAPR in Ghana (T = −3.38, df = 102, p = .001; Z = −3.60; p = .000). Besides these differences, the order of attractiveness within the southern European countries and within the African countries is similar. However, the assumption that the order of determinants of crying is the same for the southern European countries and the African countries is untenable. For several ordered clusters the violations of MIIO could not be attributed to random fluctuation. Also, E(Yd |Africa) > E(Yd |southern Europe) for all determinants except BEAU.



4 Discussion In this paper we reviewed three methods for the analysis of cross-cultural differences in crying. All methods are based on the inequalities of MIIO in (2). The first two methods, visual inspection of graphs and Kendall’s W are heuristic devices; the third method, testing ordered clusters, was set up as a formal method. However, several issues are unsolved. First, the tests proposed are not really suited for ordinal data; this will be a problem when the determinants have a few categories only. Second, the null hypothesis in (3) may be replaced by a more general null hypothesis where the expected determinant scores of all items in the ordered clusters are equal. Currently, these matters are under investigation. Until this is solved the method of testing ordered clusters should be treated as a heuristic device.
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Nevertheless, the three methods were useful for the investigation of crosscultural differences in crying. All three methods pointed out that within the southern European countries and within the African countries the order of attractiveness is fairly homogeneous. Moreover, the graphical devices and the testing of ordered clusters indicated where the violations of MIIO occurred. A related topic that is investigated at this moment is the construction of scales with determinants that have an invariant ordering for all groups. The idea is to create determinants consisting of a set of items that are strongly scalable in a first step and delete the items that cause the violation of MIIO in a second step. Side conditions, such as the scalability of the items, and the number of items in a scale will be incorporated.
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